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45.	When the Senate decides in this manner to resolve
itself into a committee the Chairman shall be the same as for
the meeting of the Senate and the quorum shall be the same
as for the meeting of the Senate.
• The manner in which the discussion of the matter under
consideration shall be conducted shall be left to the discretion
of the Chairman.
When in the opinion of the Chairman the matter has been
sufficiently discussed the committee shall embody its conclusions
in a report to be signed by the Chairman. The period during
which the Senate is sitting in the committee shall be considered
as a suspension of the sitting of the Senate and immediately the
committee terminates the Senate shall be again called to order
by the Chairman and report of the Committee's deliberations
presented to it by the Registrar. If a resolution passed by the
Committee involves recommendations not covered by the original
motion and the amendments to that motion on the Agenda of the
meeting they shall not be considered by the Senate until notice
of these has been given as required under Eule 24, and the
meeting of the Senate shall be adjourned to allow such notice
being given. A motion made as a result of the deliberations of
fnich a Committee may be presented to the Senate without
previous consideration by the Syndicate.
(5) Adjournments, etc.
 46.	A proposal "that this meeting be now dissolved" may
be moved at any time as a distinct question but not as an
amendment nor so as to interrupt a speech.     If the motion is
carried the business before the meeting shall drop.
 47.	A proposal "that the meeting be now adjourned" to
some specified time, may be moved at any time as distinct
question but not as an amendment nor so as to interrupt a speech
The Chairman himself can however make such a proposal while
u member is speaking.    If such proposal be negatived the debate
shall be resumed.     The same rule will apply to the meeting of
the Senate Committee.
 48.	No amendment shall be moved to a proposal under last
preceding Hule except one for substituting a different time for
that to which it is proposed to adjourn the meeting.
49.	A meeting renewed or continued after an adjournment
is to bo deemed one with that preceding the adjournment pro-
vided that if the meeting be adjourned to such date as to admit
of the notho, required under Eule 24, any amendments otherwise
in order may be moved at any adjourned meeting if the notice
so required is duly given,

